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tax. I know that the number of such persons would not be very great; but still if
some of the prominent persons come forward to bear the brunt of the attack it shall
create a tremendous moral effect. We can also select suitable areas in every
province for the non-payment of land revenue. Political workers in a province
should devote all their attention to such areas, and create such atmosphere of
resistance as was found working so successfully in Bardoli.
the youth movement
It is gratifying to note that the youth of the country seem to have realised their
duty in this respect. The awakening that is to-day amongst the young men of
India was never before during recent times ; not even during the fight of the non-
co-operation were our young men as earnest as they are to-day. I am also glad to
note that young men have chalked out a new line of action for themselves ; the old
methods of agitation have been left to the elder generation, and new means are
sought to be used for awakening the self-consciousness of the masses, the new up-
heaval proving more strong and effective for liberating the country from the present
moral and political lethargy than anything of the kind did before. The Punjab young
men should leave the press and platform to other people. What they should do is to
take up the organisation of labour and peasants. It ;is there where the real strength
of the nation lies hidden.
government's repressive policy
It is unfortunate that the authorities have mis-understood the Indian youth
movement. Instead of helping the young men in their noble aspirations, it is trying
to suppress their energies. Those who indulge in repression should remember one
thing. Repression always reacts on those who are responsible for it.
The Youth movement must flourish ; no amount of vilification by calling it
revolutionary or communistic can check its course. In Punjab, there are about a
hundred young men either in jail or undergoing trial. The treatment that is being
meted out to them has become a public scandal. A strong and representative
committee should immediately be formed and those engaged in the national struggle
should be made to feel that every effort should be made to look to their interests.
In the end, I wish to tell you, gentlemen, that I am very hopeful about the future.
I feel sure that the Labour Government and the Viceroy are much impressed by the
earnestness that lies behind our demands. But in case reactioneries succeed in
their opposition and our demands and rights are not conceded, we should make
it quite clear to these enemies of freedom that we shall be obliged to move in the
direction of declaring independence at the next session of the National Congress.
When inviting the Congress to Punjab at Calcutta, I said that Punjab was the last
amongst the Indian Provinces to lose its liberty, and it should now be the first to
declare its independence. The honour is rare honour ; I hope every Punjabee will
rise to the occasion and do his duty.

